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About Us

Suresh Shukla IIT-BHU B.Tech. 2000,
started Filternet Foundation

• Supported PIL on porn-ban in SC 177/2013 with technology
• Got 857 porn sites blocked from 1st - 5th Aug, 2015
• Extensive research, survey and knowledge base on the topic.
• Started public awareness campaign since 2018.
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PORNOGRAPHY AS A CAUSE OF RAPE
Against Pornography: The Evidence of Harm
by Diana E. H. Russell’s, 2004

In order for child sexual abuse to occur, 4 conditions have to be met.
1. someone has to want to abuse a child sexually.
2. this person’s internal inhibitions against acting out this desire have to be
undermined.
3. this person’s social inhibitions against acting out this desire (e.g., fear of
being caught and punished) have to be undermined.
4. the would-be perpetrator has to undermine or overcome his or her chosen
victim’s capacity to avoid or resist the sexual abuse.”
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PORNOGRAPHY AS A CAUSE OF RAPE
1. Someone has to want to abuse a child sexually.
Porn videos provide Information → DESIRE
2. This person’s internal inhibitions against acting out this desire have to be
undermined.
Repeated porn viewing makes it look like IT’S NORMAL
3. This person’s social inhibitions against acting out this desire (e.g., fear of
being caught and punished) have to be undermined.
Delhi Policing is WEAK and conviction is LOW
Threat of upload on porn sites/WhatsApp → silences victim
4. The would-be perpetrator has to undermine or overcome his or her chosen
victim’s capacity to avoid or resist the sexual abuse.
Rape video sites are tutorial on how to overpower the victim
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PORNOGRAPHY AS A CAUSE OF RAPE
Important observations

1. A high percentage of rapists and child molesters have said
that they have been incited by pornography to commit crimes
2. normal healthy male students say they are more likely to
rape a woman after just one exposure to violent pornography
3. A high percentage of male junior high students, high school students, and
adults in a survey report imitating X-rated movies within a few days of
exposure
4. 25% of female subjects in an experiment on pornography in Canada
report having been upset by requests to enact pornography
5. A large body of experimental research has shown that the viewing of
violent pornography results in higher rates of aggression against women by
male subjects.
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Delhi diaries
2013

Accused consumed alcohol at home. The accused then
watched porn clips on their mobiles and decided to call
prostitutes.
"When Manoj went out of his rented accommodation, he saw
the girl playing. He lured her and brought her to his room.
Both of them raped her.“
News report IBTimes

2015

Serial killer who raped and killed 30 children
The deadly concoction of liquor and porn attracted him to
vulnerable children who were too helpless to fight back.
News report THEHINDU

17-April-2018

Mother of 12-yr old daughter, receives rape video circulating
on WhatsApp
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PORN - facts and figures

In our research, lots of men are viewing porn through WhatsApp groups
Child abuse 40%
Rape/molestation 20%
Porn 40%
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Our constitutional bodies and media
Supreme Court upheld porn-blocking
The innocent children cannot be made prey to these kind of painful
situations, and a nation, by no means, can afford to carry any kind of
experiment with its children in the name of liberty and freedom of
expression.
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Center Govt has re-opened 857 porn sites on 5 -Aug-2015.
Mislead public with propaganda. Why?
Hurts corporate friends, telcos

Mainstream media also avoids exposing the root cause. Why?
Ad revenue from telcos

Telcos earning from porn traffic (data pack sales)

2 खरब रूपये8
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What does the law say? IT Act, 2000
Section 66E

punishment for uploading someone’s
private photos

Section 67A punishment for publishing or
transmitting sexually explicit act

3 years of jail and/or
2 lakh rupees
5 years in jail and/or
10 lakh rupees

Section 67B

punishment for transmitting material
depicting children in sexually explicit
act

5 years in jail and/or
10 lakh rupees

Section
79 3(b)

Center and/or State can
order blocking of any
website
Center and/or State can
implement 79 3(b) etc

Mobile/internet
companies have to
obey in 36 hours

Section 84

SC supported states
blocking internet for
law-n-order

Today’s status : NOT IMPLEMENTED by center/state
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What Delhi govt / any state govt can do?
1. Clean connection (Pink SIM cards) from all mobile companies in Delhi.
Porn websites will be blocked on these mobile connections.
Parents will get option to give “safe” internet to children
2. Blocking of all sites where users upload content.
No rapist can threaten of upload/circulate victim’s rape video

3. Rape and cruelty video websites banned across Delhi.
Nobody gets to learn how to overpower victim
4. Atleast 5 cases of WhatsApp porn forwarding persons to be punished
People will avoid circulating rape/child porn videos
5. Police inquiry of mobile content watched by accused, in all cases of crime
against women and children.
We will have concrete evidence to decide future action
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Draft order given to DCW on 14th April
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How Filternet Foundation can help?

1.

Handle related complaints on helpline.

2.

Provide list for blocking of user uploaded porn videos.

3.

Provide list for blocking of rape and cruelty based porn sites.

Foundation has already given a sample blocking order to DCW on 14-Apr18 for blocking of rape videos websites and user-uploaded content.

Lets make Delhi a ‘safe’ capital!
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